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Procurement Department

ADDENDUM 1
File: 1904-924-86-4912
Title: Natural Gas Operator Qualification Training

Question 1: How did the agency SAHA determine this participle training program?
Answer 1: The purpose of this training is to provide general and specific requirements
for the qualification of pipeline personnel, both master metered and nonmaster metered.

Question 2: Would you know how many people selected are veterans and or returning
citizens?
Answer 2: For this solicitation it is not relevant.

Question 3: Do we have the opportunities to receive a percentage of our fee agreement
upfront? If so, what is the percentage 25%, 35%, or 50%?
Answer 3: Contractor(s) will only be allowed to invoice after services/goods have been
rendered and accepted by SAHA.

Question 4: Internal/External- Do we perform the Field evaluation as a Master Evaluator
and is included in the solicitation?
Answer 4: Yes

Question 5: Is the OQ training requested from SAHA Stand-up (in person instructor and
presentation) training, or will computer based training be accepted?
Answer 5: Face to Face instruction in a classroom.

Question 6: Can you please explain what the "certification of payments to influence
federal transactions" form is, we are not sure if we need to fill that out?
Answer 6: Please disregard as that does not apply for this engagement.
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Question 7: The entire program for SAHA was modified to only include tasks
performed, in this current bid there are 3 tasks included that do not pertain
to SAHA, do you wish to keep these in or can we modify to your specific
needs? Tasks include: Operating the flame ionization unit, leak surveys
and patrols and plastic pipe (poly) repair?
Answer 7: No, We have contractors for those tasks.

By:

Lucio Tovar

Date: August 20, 2019

Contract Specialist
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